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A gripping novel set during Mussolini’s 1935 invasion of Ethiopia, The Shadow
King takes us back to the first real conflict of World War II, casting light on the
women soldiers who were left out of the historical record. With the threat of
Mussolini’s army looming, recently orphaned Hirut struggles to adapt to her new
life as a maid in Kidane and his wife Aster’s household. Kidane, an officer in
Emperor Haile Selassie’s army, rushes to mobilize his strongest men before the
Italians invade. His initial kindness to Hirut shifts into a flinty cruelty when she
resists his advances, and Hirut finds herself tumbling into a new world of thefts
and violations, of betrayals and overwhelming rage. Meanwhile, Mussolini’s
technologically advanced army prepares for an easy victory. Hundreds of
thousands of Italians—Jewish photographer Ettore among them—march on
Ethiopia seeking adventure. As the war begins in earnest, Hirut, Aster, and the
other women long to do more than care for the wounded and bury the dead.
When Emperor Haile Selassie goes into exile and Ethiopia quickly loses hope, it
is Hirut who offers a plan to maintain morale. She helps disguise a gentle
peasant as the emperor and soon becomes his guard, inspiring other women to
take up arms against the Italians. But how could she have predicted her own
personal war as a prisoner of one of Italy’s most vicious officers, who will force
her to pose before Ettore’s camera? What follows is a gorgeously crafted and
unputdownable exploration of female power, with Hirut as the fierce, original, and
brilliant voice at its heart. In incandescent, lyrical prose, Maaza Mengiste
breathes life into complicated characters on both sides of the battle line, shaping
a heartrending, indelible exploration of what it means to be a woman at war.
Destiny and darkness collide in this romantic, sweeping new fantasy series from
New York Times bestselling author Sophie Jordan. Seventeen years ago, an
eclipse cloaked the kingdom of Relhok in perpetual darkness. In the chaos, an
evil chancellor murdered the king and queen and seized their throne. Luna,
Relhok's lost princess, has been hiding in a tower ever since. Luna's survival
depends on the world believing she is dead. But that doesn't stop Luna from
wanting more. When she meets Fowler, a mysterious archer braving the woods
outside her tower, Luna is drawn to him despite the risk. When the tower is
attacked, Luna and Fowler escape together. But this world of darkness is more
treacherous than Luna ever realized. With every threat stacked against them,
Luna and Fowler find solace in each other. But with secrets still unspoken
between them, falling in love might be their most dangerous journey yet.
As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the
only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world in the
third novel of the NYT bestselling Lightbringer series by Brent Week. As the old
gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the only man
who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world. But Gavin Guile
has been captured by an old enemy and enslaved on a pirate galley. Worse still,
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Gavin has lost more than his powers as Prism -- he can't use magic at all.
Without the protection of his father, Kip Guile will face a master of shadows as
his grandfather moves to choose a new Prism and put himself in power. With
Teia and Karris, Kip will have to use all his wits to survive a secret war between
noble houses, religious factions, rebels, and an ascendant order of hidden
assassins called The Broken Eye. Read the third book in Brent Weeks's
blockbuster epic fantasy series that had Peter V. Brett saying, "Brent Weeks is so
good, it's starting to tick me off!".
Describes the life cycle, physical characteristics, and habits of the little brown bat,
one of the most widespread bats in North America.
The latest in the series of Amber novels, in which Merlin, the son of Prince
Corwin, continues to claim his birthright, despite the various people who wish to
kill him.
From New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks... For Durzo Blint,
assassination is an art-and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth,
survival is just the beginning. He was raised on the streets and knows an
opportunity when he sees one-even when the risks are as high as working for
someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the assassins' world of
dangerous politics and strange magics - and become the perfect killer. The New
York Times bestseller The Way of Shadows launched Brent Weeks' Night Angel
Trilogy - one of the most successful fantasy series in recent years. Now, for the
first time, get the complete story in one special edition boxed set. Night Angel
The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The
Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The
Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more from Brent Weeks, check out:
Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood
Mirror
The omnibus edition of New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks'
blockbuster NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY. With over one million copies in print,
Brent Weeks has become one of the fastest selling new fantasy authors of all
time. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art - and he is the city's most
accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is just the beginning. He was raised on
the streets and knows an opportunity when he sees one - even when the risks
are as high as working for someone like Durzo Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate
the assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics - and become the
perfect killer. THE NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY, one of the most popular epic
fantasy series in recent years, is compiled into one volume for the first time.
Included in this omnibus edition are: The Way of Shadows, Shadow's Edge, and
Beyond the Shadows. Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond
the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A
Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more
from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife
The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror
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AD 91: Life is cheap, and so is death... WELCOME TO ROMAN BRITAIN. It is
almost fifty years since the legions invaded but Britannia is still a raw, frontier
province. Tensions run high, especially in the north, where Aurelia Marcella, a
young Roman woman fled from the ruins of Pompeii, runs the Oak Tree Inn on
the road to York. SHADOWS IN THE NIGHT. When a traveller is beaten and left
for dead outside her inn, Aurelia finds herself confronted by a man known only as
The Shadow of Death. The Shadow of Death leads a clandestine warband and
they have but one message for Roman settlers like Aurelia: GET OUT OR DIE.
Can Aurelia discover who The Shadow of Death is before his campaign of terror
turns to outright rebellion?
Discover the origins of Durzo Blint in this original novella set in the world of Brent
Weeks's New York Times bestselling Night Angel Trilogy. Gaelan Starfire is a
careful, quiet, simpler farmer. He's also an immortal, peerless in the arts of war.
Over the centuries, he's worn many faces to hide his gift, but he is a man ill-fit for
obscurity. When Gaelan must take a job hunting down the world's finest
assassins for the beautiful courtesan and crime lord Gwinvere Kirena what he
finds may destroy everything he's ever believed in. Includes the short story "I,
Night Angel" Night AngelThe Way of ShadowsShadow's EdgeBeyond the
Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus)Perfect Shadow: A Night
Angel NovellaThe Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel LightbringerThe Black
PrismThe Blinding KnifeThe Broken EyeThe Blood Mirror
“Kingdom of Shadows must be called a spy novel, but it transcends genre, as did some
Graham Greene and Eric Ambler classics.”—The Washington Post Paris, 1938. As
Europe edges toward war, Nicholas Morath, an urbane former cavalry officer, spends
his days working at the small advertising agency he owns and his nights in the
bohemian circles of his Argentine mistress. But Morath has been recruited by his uncle,
Count Janos Polanyi, a diplomat in the Hungarian legation, for operations against
Hitler’s Germany. It is Morath who does Polanyi’s clandestine work, moving between
the beach cafés of Juan-les-Pins and the forests of Ruthenia, from Czech fortresses in
the Sudetenland to the private gardens of the déclassé royalty in Budapest. The web
Polanyi spins for Morath is deep and complex and pits him against German intelligence
officers, NKVD renegades, and Croat assassins in a shadow war of treachery and
uncertain loyalties, a war that Hungary cannot afford to lose. Alan Furst is frequently
compared with Eric Ambler, Graham Greene, and John le Carré, but Kingdom of
Shadows is distinctive and entirely original. It is Furst at his very best. Praise for
Kingdom of Shadows “Kingdom of Shadows offers a realm of glamour and peril that
are seamlessly intertwined and seem to arise effortlessly from the author’s
consciousness.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times “Subtly spun, sensitive to
nuances, generous with contemporary detail and information discreetly conveyed. . . .
It’s hard to overestimate Kingdom of Shadows.”—Eugen Weber, Los Angeles Times “A
triumph: evocative, heartfelt, knowing and witty.”—Robert J. Hughes, The Wall Street
Journal “Imagine discovering an unscreened espionage thriller from the late 1930s, a
classic black- and- white movie that captures the murky allegiances and moral
ambiguity of Europe on the brink of war. . . . Nothing can be like watching Casablanca
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for the first time, but Furst comes closer than anyone has in years.”—Walter Shapiro,
Time
This classic work of science fiction is widely considered to be the ultimate time-travel
novel. When Daniel Eakins inherits a time machine, he soon realizes that he has
enormous power to shape the course of history. He can foil terrorists, prevent
assassinations, or just make some fast money at the racetrack. And if he doesn't like
the results of the change, he can simply go back in time and talk himself out of making
it! But Dan soon finds that there are limits to his powers and forces beyond his control.
Explore the dark under-belly of Khorvaire with Eberron's version of the private detective
- The Inquisitives! Nights of the Long Shadow: the three nights of the year when the
darkest powers of the world gain strength and rise to prey upon the unwary. When one
of Sharn's most famed Inquisitives is hired to investigate a brutal murder at Morgrave
University, his brilliance may be his damnation, as he uncovers a trail of blood leading
from the deediest neighborhoods of the City of Towers to the highest reaches of power.
The forces of Light and Darkness have co-existed in a delicate balance for hundreds of
years ... until now. Even as the Night Watch polices the Dark Others--among them
vampires, witches and shape-shifters--a chain of mysterious events triggers a dreaded,
age-old prophecy: An immortal with special powers will come to switch sides, shattering
the balance and unleashing an apocalyptic war unlike any the world has ever known.
For fans of Small Spaces, Coraline, A Series of Unfortunate Events, and James Howe's
Bunnicula classics comes the first book in the award-winning, New York Times
bestselling Books of Elsewhere series. This house is keeping secrets . . . When elevenyear-old Olive and her parents move into the crumbling mansion on Linden Street and
find it filled with mysterious paintings, Olive knows the place is creepy—but it isn’t until
she encounters its three talking cats that she realizes there’s something darkly magical
afoot. Then Olive finds a pair of antique spectacles in a dusty drawer and discovers the
most peculiar thing yet: She can travel inside the house’s spooky paintings to a world
that’s strangely quiet . . . and eerily sinister. But in entering Elsewhere, Olive has been
ensnared in a mystery darker and more dangerous than she could have imagined,
confronting a power that wants to be rid of her by any means necessary. With only the
cats and an unusual boy she meets in Elsewhere on her side, it’s up to Olive to save
the house from the shadows, before the lights go out for good.
Do you believe in magic? Mia and her friends do! And when they meet the Star
Animals, a whole world of magical adventures unfolds in this new chapter book from the
Star Friends series featuring black and white illustrations throughout. Ever since Mia
and her friends stopped Aunt Carol from using dark magic to cause trouble in their
small town, life has been peaceful for the girls and their Star Animals. But it seems that
peace was only temporary as the girls and their Star Animals are going to have to use
all of their Star Magic skills to battle the latest threat.... In the Star Friends chapter book
series, Mia and her friends Lexi, Sita, and Violet all discover that they are Star Friends
-- they can communicate with the animals that have traveled from the Star World. The
animals show the girls how to use their unique magic abilities to do good. A whole world
of magical adventures awaits!
Logan Gyre now holds the throne, but Kylar Stern has acquired a powerful new enemy,
a goddess bent on the destruction of all that Kylar holds dear in the concluding volume
of the the Night Angel Trilogy by NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks. Logan Gyre is
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king of Cenaria, a country under siege, with a threadbare army and little hope. He has
one chance--a desperate gamble, but one that could destroy his kingdom. In the north,
the new Godking has a plan. If it comes to fruition, no one will have the power to stop
him. Kylar Stern has no choice. To save his friends--and perhaps his enemies--he must
accomplish the impossible: assassinate a goddess. Devour this blockbuster tale of
assassination and magic by Brent Weeks which has delighted readers all over the
world--with over one million copies in print. Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's
Edge Beyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect
Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For
more from Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife
The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White
A strange carnival brings terror to the population of a small midwestern town
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
This special 10th anniversary edition celebrates the blockbuster assassin fantasy series
that launched New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks' career. For Durzo Blint,
assassination is an art - and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth,
survival is just the beginning. He was raised on the streets and knows an opportunity
when he sees one - even when the risks are as high as working for someone like Durzo
Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous politics and
strange magics - and become the perfect killer. The Night Angel TrilogyThe Way of
ShadowsShadow's EdgeBeyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus)Perfect ShadowThe Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more from
Brent Weeks, check out: LightbringerThe Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken
Eye The Blood Mirror
Action adventure about a tribal police officer in Arizona who stumbles onto a crime
involving international covert operations.
The omnibus edition of New York Times bestselling author Brent Weeks' blockbuster
NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY. With over one million copies in print, Brent Weeks has
become one of the fastest selling new fantasy authors of all time. For Durzo Blint,
assassination is an art - and he is the city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth,
survival is just the beginning. He was raised on the streets and knows an opportunity
when he sees one - even when the risks are as high as working for someone like Durzo
Blint. Azoth must learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous politics and
strange magics - and become the perfect killer. THE NIGHT ANGEL TRILOGY, one of
the most popular epic fantasy series in recent years, is compiled into one volume for
the first time. Included in this omnibus edition are: The Way of Shadows, Shadow's
Edge, and Beyond the Shadows.
Kylar Stern has given up the way of shadows for a life of peace, but when an old ally
returns, Kylar must make a deadly choice in the second novel of the Night Angel Trilogy
by NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks. Kylar Stern has rejected the assassin's life.
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The Godking's successful coup has left Kylar's master, Durzo, and his best friend,
Logan, dead. He is starting over: new city, new friends, and new profession. But when
he learns that Logan might actually be alive and in hiding, Kylar is faced with an
agonizing choice: will he give up the way of shadows forever and live in peace with his
new family, or will he risk everything by taking on the ultimate hit? Devour this
blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent Weeks, which has delighted
readers all over the world -- with over one million copies in print!
Humans can't become Vampires. Elisavet Katsaros defies this belief when she wakes
up in a hospital as a Sanguinarian, or human born vampire. She is the first of her kind
in over three hundred years. The transformation was an accident, but there's no going
back now. Questions surround Elisavet. Why her? How did it happen? Who is
responsible? Above all else, what will the ramifications be for the rest of the World in
Shadows? To find peace, she will look for the answers to these questions and more. In
digging for the truth, Elisavet uncovers long-buried secrets and the keys to unraveling a
murder. With the help of the Vampire Regis, Manias Artotias, she will attempt to right
the wrongs of others and start a new chapter in history. Working side by side, powerful
emotions flare. Manias finds himself wanting to claim her for his own despite the
consequences. She yearns to capture his heart, to be more than just another vampire
under his rule. To have a chance they must defy traditions, put their love on the line and
risk it all.
The perfect killer has no friends. Only targets. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art.
And he is the city's most accomplished artist, his talents required from alleyway to
courtly boudoir. For Azoth, survival is precarious. Something you never take for
granted. As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and learned the hard way to judge
people quickly - and to take risks. Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to
be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life and embrace a new identity and
name. As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous
politics and strange magics - and cultivate a flair for death. ***Also available as a
graphic novel adaptation, coming April 2014***
Rediscover Tanith Lee's classic, most popular fantasy series, Tales from the Flat Earth,
where demons and gods grant wonders and wreak havoc. Visit the Upperearth, where
dwell the gods; the Underearth, the realm of nightmarish demons; the Innerearth, the
domain of the dead; and the Flat Earth itself, the home of mortals. Supreme amongst
them all is the demon god Azhrarn, Night's Master, whose deadly whims could change
the lives of those in the Flat Earth. Azhrarn holds in his heart a mystery which could
alter the very existence of the Flat Earth forever....
The Yorkshire detectives reopen an old murder case and stir a royal scandal in this
“dynamic, surprising mystery” (Publishers Weekly). Reginald Hill “raised the classical
British mystery to new heights” when he introduced pugnacious Yorkshire Det.
Inspector Andrew Dalziel and his partner, the callow Sgt. Peter Pascoe (The New York
Times Book Review). Their chafing differences in education, manners, technique, and
temperament made them “the most remarkable duo in the annals of crime fiction”
(Toronto Star). Adapted into a long-running hit show for the BBC, the Gold Dagger
Award–winning series is now available as ebooks. It was a cold-blooded murder
committed in one of Yorkshire’s country estates. The conspirators: Sir Ralph
Mickledore and his lover, American nanny Cissy Kohler. The victim: Mickledore’s
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hapless wife. Mickledore’s execution for the open-and-shut case made headlines.
Thirty years later, so has Cissy’s parole in light of new testimony suggesting her
innocence. But when the witness whose long-suppressed evidence is murdered, Dalziel
and Pascoe realize the damage done by the fatal affair isn’t over. But whose secrets
will prove more revealing? Those buried with Mickledore and his wife a generation ago?
Or those Cissy is holding on to for dear life? Recalled to Life is the 14th book in the
Dalziel and Pascoe Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
In a world where magic is tightly controlled, the most powerful man in history must
choose between his kingdom and his son in the first book in the epic NYT bestselling
Lightbringer series. Guile is the Prism. He is high priest and emperor, a man whose
power, wit, and charm are all that preserves a tenuous peace. Yet Prisms never last,
and Guile knows exactly how long he has left to live. When Guile discovers he has a
son, born in a far kingdom after the war that put him in power, he must decide how
much he's willing to pay to protect a secret that could tear his world apart. If you loved
the action and adventure of the Night Angel trilogy, you will devour this incredible epic
fantasy series by Brent Weeks.
For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art-and he is the city's most accomplished artist.
For Azoth, survival is precarious. Something you never take for granted. As a guild rat,
he's grown up in the slums, and learned to judge people quickly - and to take risks.
Risks like apprenticing himself to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth must turn his
back on his old life and embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar Stern, he must
learn to navigate the assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics - and
cultivate a flair for death.
Enter at your own Risk: The first ever Goosebumps. Now with creepy bonus features!
11-year-old Josh and 12-year-old Amanda just moved into the oldest and weirdest
house on the block--the two siblings think it might even be haunted! But of course, their
parents don't believe them. You'll get used to it, they say. Go out and make some new
friends. But the creepy kids are not like anyone Josh and Amanda have ever met
before. And when they take a shortcut through the cemetery one night, Josh and
Amanda learn why.
It takes two. Even if men aren't from Mars and women aren't from Venus, they still have
different takes on what makes a relationship work. In this he says--she says book,
Bishop Joseph Walker and his wife Dr. Stephaine Walker tell you how to know when
you're in love and ready to take that next step of commitment. This dynamic and
successful couple will also dialogue about the place of intimacy, carving out time for
each other, and the importance of creating a spiritual life together in order to make
significant and lasting decisions. They will also talk about the values necessary to keep
couples together in this temptation-laden culture.
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror story—centered on the birth of a baby who
seems less than human—probes society's unwillingness to recognize its own
brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four children, have created an idyll of
domestic bliss in defiance of the social trends of late 1960s England. While around
them crime and unrest surge, the Lovatts are certain that their old-fashioned
contentment can protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their fifth baby.
Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance, insatiably hungry, abnormally strong and violent,
Ben has nothing innocent or infant-like about him. As he grows older and more
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terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot love him, David cannot bring himself to touch him,
and their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding that he will never be
accepted anywhere, Harriet and David are torn between their instincts as parents and
their shocked reaction to this fierce and unlovable child whose existence shatters their
belief in a benign world.
Only in the world of the theater can Nat Field find an escape from the tragedies that
have shadowed his young life. So he is thrilled when he is chosen to join an American
drama troupe traveling to London to perform A Midsummer Night's Dream in a new
replica of the famous Globe theater. Shortly after arriving in England, Nat goes to bed ill
and awakens transported back in time four hundred years -- to another London, and
another production of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Amid the bustle and excitement of
an Elizabethan theatrical production, Nat finds the warm, nurturing father figure missing
from his life -- in none other than William Shakespeare himself. Does Nat have to
remain trapped in the past forever, or give up the friendship he's so longed for in his
own time?
"A new star is rising in the fantasy firmament...teems with magic and spine-chilling
amounts of skullduggery."–Dave Duncan, author of The Great Game When young Alec
of Kerry is taken prisoner for a crime he didn’t commit, he is certain that his life is at an
end. But one thing he never expected was his cellmate. Spy, rogue, thief, and noble,
Seregil of Rhiminee is many things–none of them predictable. And when he offers to
take on Alec as his apprentice, things may never be the same for either of them. Soon
Alec is traveling roads he never knew existed, toward a war he never suspected was
brewing. Before long he and Seregil are embroiled in a sinister plot that runs deeper
than either can imagine, and that may cost them far more than their lives if they fail. But
fortune is as unpredictable as Alec’s new mentor, and this time there just might
be…Luck in the Shadows.
In this stunning conclusion to the epic New York Timesbestselling Lightbringer series,
kingdoms clash as Kip struggles to escape his family's shadow in order to protect the
land and people he loves. Gavin Guile, once the most powerful man the world had ever
seen, has been laid low. He's lost his magic, and now he is on a suicide mission.
Failure will condemn the woman he loves. Success will condemn his entire empire. As
the White King springs his great traps and the Chromeria itself is threatened by treason
and siege, Kip Guile must gather his forces, rally his allies, and scramble to return for
one impossible final stand. The long-awaited epic conclusion of Brent Weeks's New
York Times bestselling Lightbringer series. Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding
Knife The Broken Eye The Blood MirrorThe Burning White For more from Brent Weeks,
check out: Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows The
Night Angel Trilogy: 10th Anniversary EditionNight Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus)Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella The Way of Shadows: The Graphic
Novel
The Way of ShadowsOrbit
Determined to escape the Warrens, Azoth seeks out Durzo Blint, the city's most
ruthless assassin, to persuade him to take him on as an apprentice and to teach him
the deadly Way of Shadows, in the first volume in a new fantasy trilogy. Original.

From NYT bestselling author Brent Weeks comes the first novel in his breakout
fantasy trilogy in which a young boy trains under the city's most legendary and
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feared assassin, Durzo Blint. For Durzo Blint, assassination is an art--and he is
the city's most accomplished artist. For Azoth, survival is precarious. Something
you never take for granted. As a guild rat, he's grown up in the slums, and
learned to judge people quickly--and to take risks. Risks like apprenticing himself
to Durzo Blint. But to be accepted, Azoth must turn his back on his old life and
embrace a new identity and name. As Kylar Stern, he must learn to navigate the
assassins' world of dangerous politics and strange magics--and cultivate a flair
for death. Devour this blockbuster tale of assassination and magic by Brent
Weeks, which has delighted readers all over the world--with over one million
copies in print! Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the
Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night
Angel Novella (e-only) The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel For more from
Brent Weeks, check out: Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The
Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning White
Debut fantasy author Celine Kiernan spins a gothic tale of intrigue, adventure,
and romance about a girl who defies a kingdom. When young Wynter
Moorehawke returns to court with her dying father, but she finds her old home
shadowed with fear. The king has become a violent despot, terrorizing those he
once loved. His son and heir Alberon has fled into exile and now there are
whispers everywhere of rebellion. Meanwhile, Alberon's half-brother Razi has
been elevated to his throne. He struggles to meet his King's demands while
remaining loyal to his beloved brother and to his friend-Wynter. Now, she must
choose- her father or her dreams, her friend or her king, her duty... or her love.
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal
compelled by visions, a highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a
woman who is desperate to save her impoverished house.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK
as they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the
importance her family attributes to having land of their own.
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a
folder with sign out sheets.
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